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Noelina Rissman

Back to the Writing 
Board series



There be soooooooo much generic content out 
there. Holy mother of God…. It all sounds the 
saaaaaame! If you’re writing content to increase 
brand awareness, gain authority in the industry, 
and (maybe even) convert leads into customers, 
you need to tailor every single piece written to 
the brand’s unique  voice. Every. Single. Piece.

Review the brand’s blogs, social posts, 
editorial guidelines, and other digital assets.

 Take note of personality, word choice, 
grammar, mechanics, etc.

Emulate it!

How do you do this? 
Speak with the founder about the 
overall brand personality and what they 
want to convey to the outside world.

Create an editorial guide.

Use it for consistency across all the 
work you’re doing. And charge for it! 

No problem!

The brand is new and 
doesn’t have anything  
published?

CONTENT WRITING TIP #1: Use a Unique Brand Voice



Research other brands who share the same voice, 
and use their copy as inspiration.

Boom. Done.

Because at the end of the day, if you can slap the 
piece in anyone else’s blog, Medium, FB, IG, or what 
have you, and it STILL makes sense,

You’re doing it wrong.

What if after all this, 
you still can’t quite nail 
the brand’s voice?

Again… #sorrynotsorry

The piece should be SO UNIQUE to your
brand that anyone reading it can immediately 
tell it’s from you. And it would take extensive 
editing or even a complete rewrite to make it 
work for someone else.

Here’s to better writing.



Ahhhhh….So simple, Yet so often forgotten. Each line you write should connect to and build 
upon the one before it, even when you present 
two (seemingly) different ideas. You just eeeeeeease 
a nice little transition in there...

Each line you write should connect to and build 
upon the one before it, even when you present 
two (seemingly) different ideas. You just eeeeeeease 
a nice little transition in there...and voila!

Mental kerfuffle avoided.

Transitions come in all shapes and sizes:

(Follow along, and you’ll see a method to 
my emoji madness – 90% of the time       ) 

No matter the type, they all serve just one
purpose: 

That’s it.

Guide along the eyes (and brain) 
as you connect ideas. 

Words                   

Sentences

Phrases

Emojis

CONTENT WRITING TIP #2: Use Transitions



To really bring the point across, let’s look at a small 
excerpt from a blog I wrote for a client a couple 
months ago:

Achieving and managing through hyper-growth is 
formidably difficult.

It requires executing, learning, and iterating at a 
fast pace, faster than competitors. It also requires 
transforming the organization as needed to support 
that growth… at the very same time.

Sure, the idea of smoking competition from the 
get-go can seem like a nice problem to have. But 
there’s a reason why two-thirds of hyper-growth 
startups fail.

Achieving and managing through hyper-growth is 
formidably difficult.

It requires executing, learning, and iterating at a 
fast pace, faster than competitors. It requires 
transforming the organization as needed to support 
that growth… at the very same time.

There’s a reason why two-thirds of hyper-growth
startups fail.

(       My best attempt at undoing my work… lol)

But anyways… 

See how the first one’s easier to swallow?

It just...  Flows.

WITH TRANSITIONS

WITHOUT TRANSITIONS



Think: What’s the missing link? How are these ideas 

related?

Read it out loud and see where it sounds off

Come back to it another day. Let your brain reset.

Trust me when I say…

Transitions will only help!

Why not use them?

Here’s to better writing

Here are some tips:

So...finishing things up... How do you get
better at transitions? 



Headings        

Bolds
     Shorter paragraphs  

Shorter sentences

Maybe the occasional italics 

And a dash of emojis (depending on the 
client, ofc      ) 

Write to capture and KEEP the reader’s attention.I’m talkin’ with:

Truth is… Readers will leave that blog, page, 
post, whatever in .2 seconds if given the 
chance.

By guiding their eyes (and brains) as they go
(Kind of like my tip about transitions!)
So, how do you get good at this?

Remove everything that’s not a heading, bolded, 
in italics, etc.

Think: Can I understand the gist of the piece now 
that 90% of it’s gone?

Yes? GOOD JOB! You’ve successfully written for 
the skimmers.

No? RESTRUCTURE headings, sections, sentences, 
and formatting until it’s good.

CONTENT WRITING TIP #3:

Write and Format Your Content to be Online User-Friendly



Basically,

The point here is to make reading as effortless 
as possible.

You provide a good user experience.

They’ll provide you with their attention.

(...Maybe even money later down the line       )

Here’s to better writing.



Again, So simple… Yet so often forgotten. 

Throughout your content, One of the easiest ways
to do this is by always addressing audience:

A re you the Chief Everything Officer (CEO) of 
your small biz? 

Like, do you juggle literally everythinggg - 
marketing, accounting, billing clients, social 
media, etc.? (We gotta admit, new socials pop
up quicker than ‘rona updates on the news      ) 

Survey says… Your small business needs 
productivity tools.

And if you ask us, you need a slew of others 
as well to ramp up efficiency and make more 
money  

So, with your bottom line (and peace of mind) 
as our top priority, we were inspired to write this 
blog to lend a helping hand.

Let's look at an example.
It's from a blog intro I wrote for a client with a Gen 
Z audience.

And most importantly, 

What’s in it for them? 

Why should they care about what you’re writing?

Pain points             Challenges           Goals

CONTENT WRITING TIP #4: Speak Directly to Your Target Audience



After reading that, you know the target audience is
specifically…
Small biz owners who have too much on their plate

And what’s in it for them?
Losing out on money and peace of mind if nothing’s
done

Notice how IT’S ALL ABOUT THE READER, 
At every time of the way.
Here’s to better writing.

Which really.... 
Their choice.

 See how that works?
Basically,
You always want to ask yourself:

       How can I tailor this even more to my target 
       audience?
       What do they need to know here that’s specific 
       to their goals, challenges, etc.?
   

    What’s in it for them?

?

?

?



How do you write at a reasonable grade 
level?

Use an online tool to get started

If you’re a content marketing writer, (I assume most 
of you content writers reading this are) you need to 
write at a reasonable grade level, generally 7 - 9. 

Simplify your vocabulary

Write short, clear, and concise sentences

Avoid industry jargon (that is, if your target 
audience doesn’t understand it)

Use active voice

Highlights convoluted sentences and
passive voice

Shows when phrases have a simpler 
alternative

Aa

I know what you’re thinking...

Run your content through an app like 
Hemingway. (link in comments below) In a 
nutshell, it:

Sure! these are good tips. But I don’t 
even know where to begin! How do I know 

if I’m doing it right? 

CONTENT WRITING TIP #5: Write at a Reasonable Grade Level



Grades you the entire time (so you know when 
you’ve reached your goal

 The more you use it, the more you’ll get used to 
writing for grades 7 - 9.
Eventually, you won’t even need to use it!
Basically, it’s a good way to train yourself how to 
write for content marketing.

So, tell me…
Was that helpful? Any questions on writing at a 
reasonable grade level?
Pop them in the comments section below.

Here’s to better writing.



CONTENT WRITING TIP #6:

Tasteful Keyword Usage looks like this:

Distasteful Keyword Usage looks like this:

Opt for Tasteful Word Usage

If you don’t write for Google, it’s nearly impossible 
to show up on top SERPs. Trust me.
I get it!

But there’s a BIG difference between being tasteful 
with keywords…

And being distasteful.

Whereas,   

Primary keyword is used strategically throughout 
the content

The primary keyword shows up in every 
other line.

There’s a healthy balance of secondary keywords.

The text sounds robotic

You don’t follow “traditional” keyword density rules

And yo… even non-SEO people can tell 
something’s up.

While yes,
You’re writing for the bots.
At the end of the day,
It’s the very human readers who matter 
most 

Anyways



What’s one of the easiest tricks to making
sure you’re using keywords tastefully?

Before finishing this post, I just want to 
clarify...

Color code the keywords throughout the content.
Personally,
I like to use purple for my primary keyword,
And orange for my secondary ones.
(Sometimes I do orange and green, depending on
my mood        )
That way,
I can see where each appears in the text,
And damage control as needed

YES!

SEO does get more technical than this.
There are reasons why we have full courses in 
SEO, and people practically dedicate their lives 
to it.

But,

You need to learn the basics before you dive
into the weeds.

Here’s to better writing.



Look. I get it. But when you force yourself to reach that 

word count, what happens next isn’t pretty:

But Noelina, I’m just doing as I’m told!

Before you know it, voila! 1,500-word blog 
complete.

You just lost your client a lead.

 Then maybe it’s time for you to SPEAK UP and say:

Client hands you a brief for a blog with a 
word count of 1,500.

You start researching, outlining, writing… 
The yoozh.

By the time you finish, you're only at 1,200 
words. 

So, you start adding in some extra phrases 
here, longer sentences there…

Person lands on your blog and starts reading.

They see there’s not much substance, and it’s
repetitive.

They think: What a waste of my time!

Hey, this is it. I can’t add any more VALUE.

They leave and never return.

This is how it normally goes:

CONTENT WRITING TIP #7:

Write to fully cover a topic, not to reach word count



Because truth is,
Every word needs to serve a purpose.

It’s OK to be generous with words as you’re writing
the first draft, but BE A RUTHLESS EDITOR.
Again, every single word on that page needs to 
earn its keep.
Every. Single. Word.
No exceptions.

So, what does writing to fully cover a  topic look 
like in practice?

 Once you have the first draft written, and it’s time 
to edit,
With every line, think:

       Does this add value to the piece?

       If I took it out, would it be missed?

       Can it be said in a clearer, more concise
       way?

When you get good at questioning the worth 
of every word,

The process will come naturally to you.

And you’ll see yourself writing clearer, more 
concise content from the get-go.

Here’s to better writing.

?

?

?



CONTENT WRITING TIP #8: Don’t Plagiarize

Seriously, people.
Do you know how many words are in the English 
dictionary?  Over 450,000.
As in, close to half a million…
Out of alllllllll those options, you’re tellin’ me there’s 
absolutely NO way you can rephrase that sentence?

In that case, make sure you source it!
(And unless you use quotations, what you write 
STILL better be paraphrased...         )

Give credit when it’s due.

No one likes to be ripped off.
And sooner or later, someone like me will catch
you. And guess who WON’T be re-hired?

#sorrynotsorry

 

But Noelina, they’ve said it so perfectly!

If you’re worried about plagiarism, run your 

content through an online tool.

Some options include:

       Grammarly

       ProWritingAid

       SmallSEOTools

       Wordtune
 
(Links to each in the comments section below)

 



Because in our day and age,
There's honestly no reason to plagiarize.
And doing so is just being plain lazy.

So, tell me…
Any questions on plagiarism/ how to properly 
rephrase others’ work?

(And other senior writers, feel free to share your 
best tips to help!)
Pop it all in the comments section below
 
Here’s to better writing.
 



CONTENT WRITING TIP #9: Write for Search Intent

Before even putting figurative pen to paper, think:
Why did the reader search for this to begin with???

long-form sales letters, which in that case, 
you're on the wrong post lol.)
Remember…the buyer’s journey goes like this: 

Your job as a content writer is to:

You do this by creating high-quality, well 
researched content at every step of the way.
Content that makes them think: 

Wow! That was really worth my time, and I want to 
read more because it fully answered my question 
(and more!)

Awareness            Consideration           Decision 

(Post Purchase)

What’s their  intent  behind the search? 

(I know, top notch word choice there      )

Friendly PSA for all content writers…

 (And if I’m being completely honest here, it 
shouldn’t... Unless you're a copywriter writing

 Is it simply to learn? 

 Is it to compare products?

 Is it to find the best deal?

Your content doesn’t need to move the reader 

through the entire buyer’s journey. 

Nurture the reader along their journey.



So, what does writing for search intent look like

in practice?

Let’s do a quick example:
Imagine you’re writing a blog for a client titled 
“Tips For Choosing the Right Health Insurance for 
Aging Parents.” (awareness stage)

For the final CTA,
Should you link the client’s product / service page?? 
(decision stage)

Correct answer: Probably not a good idea.

A more natural transition could be to another blog 
titled “The 5 Best Health Insurance Plans for Aging 
Parents.” (consideration stage)
At the end of THAT one, yes, you could link to the 
product/service page. 

That way, it’s not so much of jump,
And you’re easingggg the readers along in their 
journey.
Not just: Hey! Buy from me!

No? Don’t try to push your product or service.

Yes? It’s OK for the CTA to move readers to 
convert (or closer towards it).
Wrapping things up...

Google it! Check out what’s in the top search 
engine results pages (SERPs), and go from there.

Here’s to better writing.

Think of it this way: Are your readers sitting 

with their wallets out?

And what’s the easiest way to tell what search

intent is for the keyword you’re targeting?



CONTENT WRITING TIP #10: Show, don’t tell

Down with unnecessary, foofoo adjectives 
(See what I did there?      )
When writing for yourself or a client, the best way 
to get your audience to like and trust you is simply 
by being. A relatable quote that comes to mind is:
“Actions speak louder than words.”

Let me drive this point home with a couple 
examples.

        “XYZ is an HR platform that enables leaders 
to [insert benefits].”
No adjectives necessary.

Wow! This product is bada$$! I’ve never seen 
anything like it before!

Prospects who land on their website can see 
they’re revolutionary. Most likely, they’ve been 
shopping around for a solution to their problem 
for a while, came across said client, and thought:

In other words, the prospects are thinking the
exact same thing (that they’re revolutionary)… 

But it didn’t come from me as the writer

I’m working with an HR tech client, and never once 
do I say: 

         “XYZ is a revolutionary HR platform that enables 
leaders to [insert benefits].”
Instead, I just say:



In the same light,
I don’t go around telling people I’m a strong writer
who has an incredible knack for teaching boring 
content marketing topics in an authentic, funny way.
It’s apparent in how I write and express myself.

(Shameless plug       I know lol.)

Again,
Cut out unnecessary adjectives.
It’s as simple as that.
Your product or service should speak for itself
without you needing to tell people what’s up.

Here’s to better writing. 

So, what’s a good way to practice showing, not

telling?



Erin Balsa

43 content marketing 
tips that can help you 
overcome imposter
syndrome



Know this:
You’re not as good of a writer as you think you are.
That probably stung a little. I’m sorry.
But the sooner you realize this, the better off you’ll
be. 
Recently, I interviewed a bunch of newbie writers.
I asked them to rate their raw writing talent on a 
scale of 1-10.
The average? Nine.
Now ... it’s awesome to have confidence.
Truth be told, younger me probably would’ve rated
myself an 11.  
Humans tend to overestimate their abilities.
(Google the Dunning-Kruger effect.)

You wanna earn six figures?
Here’s the foundation:

     Go into every new job or freelance gig with 
     a growth mindset.

     Receive critical feedback with open arms.

  Make a list of your learnings, and add to it
    over time. (Writing stuff down helps you 
    remember it.)
  

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #1:



I’ll never forget the first time an editor ripped my 
piece to shreds.
It was my biggest gig yet.
And for the first time, I’d be earning $1 a word.  
Picture Dr. Evil with his pinky in his mouth saying 
“One MILLION dollars!”
That was me.
Anyway, I got my piece back from my editor.
She rewrote the entire intro.
AND she deleted a few paragraphs.
After cycling through embarrassment, rage, and 
self-reflection, I realized:
I deserved it.  
Being a good writer won’t get you far. If you wanna 
play in the big leagues, you gotta be great.

Always:

Write in the brand’s voice, not your own voice.

Ask the right interview questions — and probe 
deeper as needed — to get dynamic quotes.

Think critically about your work before you 
send it off. (Would people share this? Does it 
speak to the target audience? Etc.)

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #2:



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #3:

Picture this:
You’re at Disney World.
Sun’s shining, everyone's happy.
Mickey Mouse raises an arm.
But instead of waving …
He flips you the bird. 
And says, “Whatcha lookin’ at dipstick?”
 You’d probably be confused because Mickey is 
sweet and Disney World is magical and WHAT IN 
THE BLOODY HELL IS GOING ON HERE ANYWAY?!

Brand consistency matters.

       Always write in the brand’s voice, not your voice.

Here’s how to do that:

Get your hands on the company’s brand guide. 
If nobody gives you one, ask for it. (If they don’t 
have a brand guide, that’s your opportunity to 
add value. Help them create one.)

Ask to see their best performing content piece.

Print it out, then go through line-by-line with a 
highlighter.

Look for stuff like person tense, formality,
sentence and paragraph length, humor, etc. 
Do your best to mirror that.



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #4:

When you interview someone for an article or a 
case study, remember these three words:

Just. Shut. Up.

When the interviewee finishes answering a question, 
don’t rush to ask the next question.
Count (silently) to three.

Many times, the person will keep talking.     
          Some of the best quotes I captured were 
         “afterthoughts.”

If I rushed to fill the silence, I would've missed out.



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #5:

Are YOU making this common writing mistake?

Once upon a time, there was a man with a peg-leg.
Everyone called him Peg-Leg Jim.
North Shore Titanium Leg Co. thought Jim might 
like to upgrade his wooden peg-leg.
So they sent Jim a letter:

"Dear Jim, A peg-leg is an artificial limb that's fitted 
to the remaining stump of a human leg ... "
Jim crumpled up the letter and threw it in the trash.
"As if I don't know what a peg-leg is," he thought. 

The golden rule of content writing:

Don't tell your audience stuff they already know.

You might as well tell someone "water is wet."

At best, you bored them and wasted their time. 

At worst, you drove them off the page and lost
the sale.

“



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #6:

 “I apply to hundreds of job ads but never hear back.”
You wanna know how to get hired?

        Stand out.

If everyone else is a bland, insipid bowl of oatmeal, 
be a chocolate-dipped peanut butter cup stuffed 
Oreo with rainbow sprinkles on top.
“But I don’t have any experience!”
You wanna know how to get experience?

       Create something.

If everyone else is applying in the same ol’ bowl-of
-oatmeal way, zag while they zig.

Here’s how I got my first editor job:

        I started my own blog.

        I posted 2-3 times a week for nine months.
        I emailed the executive editor a link to my 
        blog.

What can YOU do to create experience and 
stand out?



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #7:

Writers: Ever interviewed someone who talks and 
talks and won't let you get a word in?

Me neither.  

One time, I let a subject matter expert talk my ear 

off for SEVENTY-FIVE minutes.

I didn't know how to interrupt her.

I didn't have a plan.
 
Here's how to take control of the interview 
WITHOUT looking like a jerk:

       Raise your hand and smile. (This technique has 
       a 100% success rate.)

      Say, "Great answer, thanks so much! To 
      keep us on schedule, we need to move 
      onto the next question."

It's YOUR job to keep the interview on track.



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #8: CONTENT MARKETING TIP #9:

I don't know who needs to hear this, but ...
Stop revising your draft.
Perfection is the enemy of done.
You’re not Shakespeare composing a sonnet.
You're not trying to win the Nobel Prize of 
Literature.
Is your content clear and share-worthy?
Ship it.

!
How do you measure your writing skills?

Some say it’s as easy as:

-  Pasting your copy into Hemingway Editor

-  Asking a real editor to give you feedback

-  Taking an online writing skills test

-  Reading your copy out loud

Yes to all of this.  

But these are a baseline.

If you REALLY wanna measure your skills ...

Test your copy in the real world.

At the end of the day, it doesn’t matter if you 

scored well on a readability test.

What matters is content performance.

THAT’S what you need to get obsessed with.



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #10:

96% of new freelance writers would rather shove 
their head in a public toilet than ask their clients 
for content performance metrics.

That's a totally true and not-made-up fact. When I 
started out, I didn’t even KNOW I could track 
metrics like organic blog views or time on page.

After I found out this data existed, I was too scared 
to ask for it.
I didn't want to be a bother.  

Sound familiar?

Today, I'll show you a quick-and-dirty way to pull 
some basic website performance metrics:

You'll see any keywords the page is ranking for 
plus organic traffic.
         Next time you cold-pitch a potential 
client, include this performance data along with 
your writing samples.
It's a start.
As you grow your confidence and skill set, you 
can start asking your long-term clients for 
performance data OR to be added as a user 
so you can pull it yourself.
(That's where the real magic happens.)

Sign up for a free trial of a keyword tool

Paste your URL into the search bar.

View by "exact URL."



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #11:

How can you make your writing more clear and

easy for people to understand?

Remember this phrase:

Write with a knife.  

Cut everything that dilutes your message.

-    Boring fluff

-    Filler phrases like "in order to"

-    Hollow adjectives like "best" and "powerful"

-    Unnecessary adverbs like "really"

     Not sure where to begin?

     Paste your copy into Hemingway Editor.

     Voila!

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #12:

What do people mean when they tell you to 

DUMB DOWN your writing?  

They mean:

        Keep it easy to skim.

Use short sentences, short paragraphs, bulleted 

lists, etc.

        Write clearly.

Lose confusing puns and run-on sentences.

Do you have to write at a FIFTH-GRADE level?  

I don't pay attention to numeric readability scores.

       If your writing is easy to skim and clear, 

you're good. Readability scores vary naturally 

based on the subject matter.

        What do you think the readability score of 

THIS post is?



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #13:

Switch up your sentence length.

Short sentences are the rage.

They are easy to read.

And you know clarity’s important.

So you write “snappy copy.”

Short, snappy copy is good.

Five word sentences are good.

See, this is five words.

But c’mon yo, enough already!

Don’t put readers to sleep.

“



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #14:

Let's talk jargon.

Should you use it or avoid it? 

      Use jargon when NOT using it forces you to 

explain a concept your audience knows.

Example:

      If you're speaking to experienced content 

marketers, you can use ToFu without worrying 

they’ll think you mean bean curd.

      If you tried to explain ToFu to them, you'd 

be venturing into "water is wet" territory.

(Same goes for an executive audience — no need 

to explain concepts like EBITDA or CAC.)

      Use jargon (yes, even the “dreaded” corp-

orate jargon) if your audience uses it regularly 

in real life and the data shows they respond 

well to it.

Gasp!          Shocker, I know.

I might hate corporate jargon, but my personal 

opinion doesn’t matter.

Know your audience, and get your copy out 

there in the world to see how it performs.

The data might surprise you.

I know it has surprised the heck outta me!



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #15:

What’s the difference between content writing and 

“regular” writing?

How much time you got?  

I had 3.5 years of “regular” (editorial) writing and 

editing experience before I got into content 

marketing.

I knew how to conduct interviews, write click-worthy 

headlines, use AP Style, and tell clear, engaging 

stories.

And that was good, because those skills are a 

pre-requisite for content writing.

       Content writers also need to master additional 

skills. Here are a few:

-   Writing for macro and micro personas

-   Understanding user intent

-   Search engine optimization (SEO)

-   Linking/anchor text best practices

-   Optimizing for rich snippets/results

-   Call to action (CTA) best practices

-   Writing for brand voice + archetype

-   Writing for different formats (e.g., e-books

vs. white papers vs. social posts vs. video scripts)

-   Understanding content marketing and its role 

in moving people through the funnel.

What else would you add to this list?



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #16:

If you apply for a writing job, include a cover letter.

"But cover letters are OUT!" you say.

(Like skinny jeans, side parts, and my beloved "face

with tears of joy" emoji.)

While cover letters may be OUT for some roles and 

industries, they'll always be IN for writing roles.

      Your cover letter is my first glimpse into your 

writing style.

If I love it, you'll move forward in the process.  

If I don't see one, I'll wonder why, as a writer, you 

couldn't be bothered to write a cover letter.

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #17:

A  famous study found that people spend 80% 
of their time reading above the fold.
Behavioral drives and decision-making styles 
influence how people interact with your website.

How it plays out on your home page:

-    Some folx won’t scroll down below the fold. 
They’ll use the top nav or your above-the-fold
CTA to get where they need to go.

-    Others want all the nitty-gritty details     
and will read all the way to the bottom.



What’s the takeaway here?

      You gotta be crystal clear about what you offer 

above the fold.

You also need to communicate the benefit ... the 

“what’s in it for me.”

Try the five-second test: ask someone to look at 

your webpage for five seconds then tell you what

you’re selling and why it matters.

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #18:

Want to drive more organic traffic to your blog?
       Add a table of contents.
We did this and saw a         bump        in organic
visits.
Why might Google reward sites that do this?

       It's a better experience for the reader.
SEO articles tend to be looooooong.
People tend to be in a hurry.
A table of contents lets readers preview the 
article and quickly jump down the page to the 
information they need.



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #19:

How do you get people to backlink to your website?

It's easy. You email them to say you have a high-

quality article their audience would find interesting 

and ask them to add the backlink.

Yeeeah, no ... don't do that.

I get 10-20 of those emails a week. They go right 

into the bucket.  

Here are three better approaches:

       Find a broken external link on their site. Share 

the URL and the anchor text along with a suitable 

replacement (your URL).

Why this works: Most companies don't crawl their 

site every day, so there's a good chance you'll catch 

a dead link before they do.

       Write a guest blog ... preferably an SEO 

blog. In it, link to an educational article or 

ungated asset on your site.

Why this works: We only have so much 

bandwidth in-house. If you pitch me a topic we 

haven't covered that's relevant to my audience, 

imma say yes!

      Publish original research.

Why this works: Editors and marketers are 

hungry for a compelling story to tell. Data are 

building blocks for storytelling that gets 

attention.



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #20:

"I can't believe I already made $50,000!" he said.

I smiled. "Pretty easy, wasn't it?"

    

So HOW can you get people to click "see more"?

Build curiosity at the start of your post.

For a text post, you have 5 lines to work with ...or 

better, 3 lines of text and 2 lines of white space.

     If you're reading this, you clicked "see more."  

When people click "see more," the algorithm Gods 

see your post as valuable ... and they show it in 

more people's feeds.

You could:

-   Use dialogue

-   Share a surprising stat

-   Reveal the first item in a listicle

-   Tell the beginning of a personal story

Whatever tactic you choose, be sure you leave 
them wanting more.

Do YOU have a go-to tactic for building curiosity?



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #21:

 There's a big problem in the marketing industry.

Big like "cargo-ship-blocking-the-Suez-Canal" big. 

      The problem is misinformation.

Saw someone say, "PDFs are where content goes to 

die." 

Listen, I hate PDFs as much as the next marketer.

But my opinion doesn't matter.  

-    Question advice.

-    Test everything.

We assumed our audience hated PDFs. But instead 

of killing 'em off, we tested our assumption.

Turns out we were wrong.

       If my audience wants PDFs, PDFs thou shall get! 

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #22:

What do I look for when hiring writers?
-   Raw talent
-   Growth Mindset

(Those are the non-negotiables you need 
regardless of company culture and role.)

Then I ask THESE questions:
      Does the writer need to manage up? Hold
internal subject matter experts accountable?
      Is this an agency environment where writers 
have to provide excellent customer service?
      Will the writer be working at a startup where 
they need to move fast and wear a lot of hats?
      Is this a highly regulated industry where we 
can’t afford to make any mistakes?



      Does this person need to come up with 
innovative ideas, campaigns, and copy?
      Will this writer be working within rigid structure 
and following detailed briefs?
      Do we need them to sift through lots of data 
and write scientific reports?
      Is the environment one of ambiguity and 
frequent change?

Someone might be an excellent fit for company A
and a poor fit for company B.
Yet most companies look only for raw talent or “x 
years of experience” and ignore behavior.

Then they wonder why they make so many “bad 
hires.”

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #23:

"I applied for a content job. I haven't heard back.
Should I send an email to follow up?"

      Most follow-up emails are a "take."
"Have you seen MY application yet? I'm really 
interested in the job!"

       A better approach is to "give."
"I found this broken link on YOUR site while 
researching the company. This looks like a 
suitable replacement."

        THAT is how you stand out in a good way.



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #24:

Writing a unique cover letter for every application 
is a waste of time.
Yeah, yeah, this goes against "best practice."  
But think about it:
If you're applying to 10 jobs a day, you might end 
up spending 10 hours a day writing cover letters.

A better approach  

-   Write a kickass cover letter.
-   Spend ONE hour a day tweaking it for 10 
different companies.
-   Spend 9 hours creating in public to show your 
skills and drive inbound interest.

Showing always beats telling.

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #25:

Here's how I helped one freelance client increase 
their organic blog traffic by 583%.

      Content optimization  

1. We identified blogs that were ranking pretty 
well but had room for improvement (e.g., 
ranking on page two, low time-on-page, etc).

2. I came in like Miley Cyrus on a wrecking ball, 
demolishing boring introductions that were 
driving people away.

3. I "answered the question" in the intro (this is 
known as the reverse funnel content structure).

4. I identified topically-related keywords and 
worked those in.



5. I increased post length by 1,200+ words.

6. I added images and updated alt text.

7. I added relevant links and updated anchor text 
(internal links = concise, partial-match keywords;
 external links = stats with descriptive branded 
anchors i.e., "McKinsey report").

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #26:

 "I don't know what to write about!"

Here's an easy solution:
Host a virtual event or webinar.
Encourage attendees to ask questions in the 
chat.
Most platforms allow you to save the chat.
Now you have a running list of topics to address 
via SEO blog posts, YouTube product videos, 
organic social posts, etc.  
And not just topics you THINK your audience 
cares about ...
Topics you KNOW they care about.



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #27:

 How to make the most out of a very top-of-funnel 
SEO blog post that gets tons of views but no 
conversions:

      Think critically about your CTA.

      Put yourself in your readers' shoes.

Understand WHY they made the search.      
Are you asking them to take the next right       
step?      

 Or are you peddling the wrong offer?

       If your blog is a collection of funny industry 

memes, readers don't want to download an 

educational e-book.

      But they might be willing to give you their

email address to access your personalized meme 

generator tool!

Think outside the box.

How are you thinking outside the box?



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #28:

How far into the future should a content strategy go?

And how can you avoid "planning waste?"

It's simple. 

A content strategy is a long-term plan.

Update it as needed.

For example, if your GTM motion changes from 

sales-led to product-led, update your strategy.

Some companies will need to update more often 

than others.

If your company is early-stage, you'll be testing

different channels and tactics ... so your strategy 

will be more iterative.

You avoid planning waste by focusing on the what, 

why + how ...

And NOT including content titles.

(Save those for your content calendar.)



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #29:

Companies are thirsty for MQLs.

They:

-    Gate e-books with BoFu forms

-    Measure marketers on leads generated vs. 
 qualified pipeline    

  Wonder why content leads don’t convert -   

SQO > MQL

Focus less on instant gratification and more on 

long-term sustainability.

Gate your content temporarily to feed sales and 

appease the board (if you must).

But don’t let that be “the” strategy.

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #30:

Let's talk about optimizing content to rank 
higher in search.
Which posts should you update?  
Do a content audit.

This will help you prioritize which pieces of 
content to update and which to leave alone, 
redirect, or kill.  
I like to optimize:
-   Blogs that have 10 or more links pointing to
    them
-   Blogs that are ranking (but not on page one) 
    for high-value keywords
-   Blogs that get tons of traffic but low time on
    page + low goal completions
When's the last time YOU updated a blog post?



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #31:

How to build a high-performing content team:

1. Document your content strategy.

2. Hire people who are smarter than you.

3. Train them well and get out of their way.

4. Help them connect their work to the business 

   strategy.

5. Give them projects that fit their strengths so 

   they can shine.

6. Give them projects that make them stretch so

   they can grow.

7. Manage based on individual behavioral needs.

8. Assume good intent until proven otherwise.

9. Give feedback with radical candor.

10. Don't be a bosshole.

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #32:

Want to write better?

Do this:

Write with a knife.  

Cut everything that dilutes your message.

-   Boring fluff

-   Filler phrases like "in order to"

-   Hollow adjectives like "best" and "powerful"

-   Adverbs like "very" and "really"

-  “Water is wet” statements

I self-edit as I go. It works for me.

But if you want to write faster, do your draft 

first, then go through with your knife.

Not sure where to begin?

Try Hemingway Editor.



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #33:

Early content creation is about throwing spaghetti 

at the wall and seeing what sticks.

But as soon as you have some data …

As soon as you know what’s working and what’s 

not working …

Create and document a content strategy.

It should outline:

-   What types of content you’ll create

-   How much content you’ll create

-   Distribution and promotion channels

-   How you’ll repurpose content

-   Processes for ideation, requests, etc.

-   How you’ll measure results

That last part’s key because early stage startups 

need flexible, iterative strategies.

       How often do you update your strategy?



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #34:

How to find new clients:

-   Niche down. It's way easier to get work when 

you're an expert in a certain industry or content 

type.

-   Share your expertise in that niche. If I'm hiring for

an HR tech company, I'm not gonna hire a beauty 

writer. (Sorry not sorry.)

-   Build an online portfolio. Tag your content so 

it's easy for an editor to sort by company, industry,

and content type.

-   If you don't have published samples yet, make 

your own. (I landed my first full-time editing job 

because of my personal blog.)

-   Collect testimonials. (Testimonials from friends

who do the same work as you don't count in my 

book.)

-   Follow editors + CMMs on social. If they have 

their button set to follow, respect that. Not 

everyone wants to connect with strangers.

-   Interact with their posts. Thoughtfully. "Great 

insights!" does nothing to help you stand out.

-   Ask if they work with freelancers. Include a 

link to your portfolio AND 1-3 curated samples 

that are relevant to them.



-   Set up Google Alerts for the companies you 

want to work for. When you send a cold LOI, 

congratulate them on their recent wins.

-  Tell people you're available. Reach out to people 

you know (including former clients) to tell them

you have an opening.

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #35:

"I'm not a journalist. I'm a content writer."

Here's what I say to that:

Think different.

If you think content writing is "researching" 

and rephrasing what's currently ranking well, 

think again.

Writers should interview internal AND external

subject matter experts.  

Otherwise, you have single-point-of-view content.

Or worse, article spinning.  

Don't be "that writer."



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #36:

There's confusion around what a content strategy is.

I saw one freelancer explain it as "keyword research 

and briefs for blog posts."

Spoiler alert: it's not that.

(It's not an editorial calendar either.)

A content strategy outlines how you're going to:

      Create the right content at scale

      Distribute your content
      Measure its effectiveness
   

   A content strategy MIGHT include SEO blogs ...

Or it might not

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #37:

When writers start offering content strategy to

clients, they tend to get "stuck" in the organic 

editorial space.

You know the playbook:

-   Write an SEO blog.

-   Write a related e-book.

-   Gate the e-book to collect leads.

-   Add a blog CTA to download the e-book.

-   Share the blog on the company's social 

    channels.

-   Pray someone clicks the CTA and downloads 

    the e-book.  

-   Call or email your new lead until they buy 

    or tell you to bugger off.



Ideally, running this playbook = closed-won 

opportunities.

Except it doesn't always work that way.

Great content marketers:

      Think beyond blogs + e-books.

      Think beyond organic social + email.

Listen, I love blogs + e-books + organic social + 

email as much as the next content marketer.

But they ain't the only tools in my shed.

CONTENT MARKETING TIP #38:

Who should your first content marketing hire be?

Look for someone who:

-   Knows it’s not about more content, it’s about 

the right content

-   Can build a content strategy that aligns with 

your marketing goals and company goals

-   Can implement (or build) systems, processes, 

and playbooks

-   Can communicate clearly … even if they’re 

not producing content themselves, they need 

to communicate clear expectations to those 

who are

 -   Can manage people (whether that’s 

employees, freelancers, or agency relationships)



-   Is comfortable giving feedback to creatives AND

stakeholders throughout the org … which often 

means managing up (this is hard)

-   Is self-aware and emotionally intelligent enough 

to build a high-trust team

-   Is data-driven … they don’t need to know how to 

pull all the data themselves, but they should be 

able to ask for what they need, interpret insights, 

and make smart decisions.

-   Values instruction and mentorship … both 

teaching others and seeking out opportunities to 

learn

       What would YOU add?



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #39:

"What skills would you recommend an intermediate

-level content writer to hone if she wants to get a 

leg up in her career?"

To grow in your career:

1) Take initiative.

2) Be easy to work with.

3) Tie your work to business results.

4) Be curious, and ask smart questions.

5) Shift your thinking from tactical to strategic.

6) Ask for feedback, and use it to become better.

7) Talk about your work and accomplishments.

8) Be someone others want to follow.

9) Teach and mentor others.

10) Manage up.

And then, of course, you gotta be able to 

actually write well.

(Had to be said.) 

What would YOU add?



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #40:

 To take your content marketing career to the next 

level you gotta “Be strategic, not tactical.”

Everyone says this. But what does it mean?

Tactical:

"You told me to write this thing so I'm going to 

write this thing."

Strategic:

“You told me to write this thing, but I noticed this 

angle/keyword/format might not be effective 

because x. Here’s a solution.”

Tactical:

“I don't know if this is the right content, but I can't 

stop to figure that out because I have to write 

three blogs this week ... I'm so busy!"

Strategic:

“I can see this content isn't performing as well 

as it could be… I'll redistribute existing content

this week so I can work on our strategy."

Tactical:

“I have no idea what metrics I should look at 

… so I’ll let someone else worry about that.”

Strategic:

“I know what metrics to track so I can 

understand what’s working and what’s not.”



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #41: CONTENT MARKETING TIP #42:

How to write stronger blog intros:

1. If it’s an SEO blog, answer the question they 

searched for right in the intro section.

Don’t make them dig.

2. Get them curious enough to keep reading.

Use dialogue, a personal anecdote, or a surprising 

statistic.

3. Steer clear of “water is wet” statements. I can’t 

tell you how many blog intros are ruined because 

they kick off by telling me stuff I already know.  

4. For the love of God, stop talking about “these 

unprecedented times.”

Why do so many intros STILL start with some 

variation of this?

How do you create content at scale without 

sacrificing quality?

1   Process:

Writers waste time thinking up content ideas.

But when you have a process for collecting 

ideas from people across the business on an 

ongoing basis, you always have ‘em ready.

(I have an Ideas Form that feeds into Asana.)

2   Batching:

Context switching slows writers down.

Instead, encourage writers to do similar tasks 

for the week or sprint in one sitting)



3   Calendar blocking:

Writers can’t get “in the zone” to do deep creative

work if they’re constantly being interrupted by 

meetings and Slack.

Help them block off their calendar so they have 

large blocks of time to write.

Make it a company-wide or team-wide initiative 

(e.g., “No meeting Mondays”).

And give people permission to turn off Slack

notifications whenever they need to focus.

But blog research can take an hour or more.

Outsource keyword research and outline 

building to a vendor, freeing writers up to 

write.

5   Hiring:

Many times writers edit each other’s work.

But not all writers can edit.

By hiring a professional editor, writers can go

faster because there’s less context switching 

AND less self-editing as they go.

4   Outsourcing

A t some companies, writers do SEO blogs 

themselves, start to finish …



CONTENT MARKETING TIP #43:

Do you gate content for lead gen or ungate every-

thing and hope for the best?

I'm a fan of strategic gating.

AKA don't ungate ALL THE THINGS ... find smart 

ways to gate *certain* things without annoying the

piss out of people.

For example:

      Publish 50% of a research report, and invite 

people to download the full PDF if they want to 

read all the findings.

      Add a learning center where people can give 

their information once to unlock everything you’d 

normally gate behind individual forms.

     Build themed splash pages: ungate 75% of 

content on top, and gate 25% at the bottom.

Strategic gating drives high-intent handraiser 

leads AND low-intent content leads …

So you can hit your numbers.



Ross Simmonds

20 Content Distribution 
 Content Writers/Tips for

Marketers who realize 
the job isn’t over when 
you hit publish



Find highly followed questions (500+ people) 
that are relevant to the content you’ve been 
publishing. Answer those questions and prioritize 
adding value. If it makes sense; plug links to 
your content. 

1 billion people use Facebook groups every single 
month. That’s massive! From sales and big data to 
parenting and meteorology — there’s a Facebook 
group for every topic.

Find the group your audience is in and share.

Sounds simple right? It is...But most people 
just share the link and headline to their content. 
Try different formats. Try emojis. Try taking a 
more creative approach. 

Find a publication that your audience is 
likely subscribed to and get approved as 
a contributor. Submit your content to 
that publication. 

Quora Answers

Facebook Groups 
Share on Twitter 

Republish on a Medium 
Publication

t
f



Remember how amazing Slideshare was 
pre-acquisition? Invest in turning your content 
into slides but share them as PDFs on LinkedIn 
or carousels on Instagram. 

Find a Subreddit where your audience is 
spending time (make sure you read their
rules) and submit the link to your content.

Pro Tip: Sort content by top posts to see 
what the communities want.  

Create a Slideshow Submit link to Reddit 

Use the LinkedIn publishing functionality to 
republish the content in it’s entirety as an article.
Include a link at the bottom of the post to the 
original asset. 

LinkedIn is obsessed with video right now – 
the algorithm is giving video content more 
reach. So leverage that reality... Share a video 
talking about the content and plug it in the 
comments. 

Repost on LinkedIn

Video on LinkedIn



Sounds basic? You’d be surprised how many 
people I’ve seen publish amazing assets but 
never share them with their email list.
Don’t make this mistake! Press send.

Email your list 

From the rise of Substack to the success of many
newsletter based businesses — there’s value in 
building relationships with people behind 
newsletters that curate content. Share your 
content with the curators and owners of these
newsletters.

Is there an ongoing Twitter chat that your 
audience is involved with regularly? Start 
being active in it...Find relevant questions or 
themes and plug links to your assets when it’s 
appropriate/adds value.

Pitch Newsletters 
Plug in Twitter chats 

The story may not last forever. But share a video 
or series of graphics promoting the new content 
on your Instagram or Snapchat story.

Publish a short Story to 
Promote the Content 



Two approaches here:
1.  Pay the influencer to share your content or,
 2.  Build a relationship and then ask the influencer 
to share it with their audience if they think it’s 
valuable. Note: Micro influencers are the low 
hanging fruit here.

Leverage influencers 

Do you or someone on your team deliver webinars
on a regular basis? If so—reference the new content 
directly in the webinar so people can go check it 
out. Include a link to your slides or share it via chat. 

Did you know there are thousands of Slack 
communities where people are discussing their 
interests on a particular topic?

Find the communities where your audience is 
and distribute your content there. 

Share in Webinars Slack Communities 

This is a distribution cheat code ESPECIALLY if 
you’ve created a YouTube video. Take the content 
and embed or link to it from a current asset on 
your site that’s generating lots of traffic. 
Make the CTA to view the content loud and clear.

Embed/Link in Live 
Assets 



A drip campaign is a series of automated emails 
that hit your audience’s inbox after downloading 
a report, signing up for a free trial or inquiring 
about a demo. Craft emails that plug this content 
and add value to the drip campaign. 

Incorporate in Drips

We send 100s of emails monthly. Maybe each week.
This is a distribution opportunity. Under your email 
signature, include a call to action driving recipients 
to your latest content asset.

PS: A PS is a good way to do it...

That’s right...Slide into the DMs of your tribe 
and ask them to help you out with a little bit 
of promotion. A retweet. A like. A share. An 
email to their list...it’s all valuable.

Email Signature CTA 
DM your Tribe 

Identify online communities (aka Forums) where 
your audience is spending time and find ways to
distribute your content in them. This could be by 
submitting links... or it could be sponsoring ad 
space.

Online Communities 

n



Find questions that your content answers and promote that asset directly 
under highly visited / trafficked questions.

Bonus: Quora ads ?



Victor Eduoh

10 Product-Led Storytelling 
(PLS) Tips for Beginner 
Content Writers/Marketers



It is the art and science of crafting (emphasis on crafting) relatable stories, showing 
well-targeted ideal customer profiles (ICPs) how to solve their problems with the 
product/company via content. To achieve this, you must:  

This means actually using the product and experiencing what it feels like to have it 
solve the problem for you. 

Essentially, go beyond customer personas to develop ICP StoryScripts – a process of 
mapping the target reader’s painpoints, beliefs, and expected transformation. Then 
decide which one to highlight/downplay in the article.  

Understand the problem an intended reader 
(ICP) wants to solve when they read the piece. 

Empathize with the target reader. 

Know exactly what PLS is:



Mapping the customer journey stage your target reader is likely to be if they read 
your piece. You want them to feel like you know what journey stage they are at 
when consuming your content. 

You're not just writing content, you're crafting a story. And ALL stories follow a script. 
Use the steps in 2-4 to zero in on what problems to address, what search queries to 
tackle, and what info to highlight that captures the journey stage of the reader.  

Use keywords for ONE thing (and ONE THING) 
only:

Develop a Story Brief & Outline. 



Look at all your ICPs, which of them is more likely to find your piece most helpful? 
Write for ONLY that ICP. 

Use data and quotes to support your points. You're a storyteller, be interesting with 
unique insights worth reading. 

This is the core of PLS.

Write for ONE person. 

Have something unique to say. 

Show the product (don't just tell), solving the 
problem(s) your piece is addressing. 



Michaela Mendes

8 Essential Content 
Marketing Tips For Beginner 
Content Writers/Marketers



Every single day, people around the 
world wake up ready to read, watch, 
and listen to content. You don’t have 
just one chance to break through. 
You have an infinite number of chances. 
The only question is: are you maximizing 
your opportunities? The best content 
marketing isn’t overly planned and 
scheduled. It flows. It shows up. It’s 
consistent.

Making content for a specific individual 
means it will resonate with thousands. 
Create for one person, not for many. 

Consistency Wins
Everytime
“

Making content with the 
intent to have it consumed 
by thousands means it will 
resonate with  no one. 



Getting good at content marketing 
means learning to spot the science. 
There are repeatable processes and 
opportunities for efficiency. There are
psychological applications and consumer 
behaviours to learn. Know when to be 
scientific. And when to lean into the art. 

The only way to get people’s attention is to 
catch them at emotional points in their life. 
When they’re:
Struggling with a data analysis problem
S truggling with a relationship problem
Or
T rying to figure out their next career move
T rying to figure out what to buy for a gift
You can’t force attention. But you can catch 
it when you recognize emotion. Attention 
over everything. 

Content is a creative
pursuit, but it’s not 
all art. 

People can’t learn from 
you until they are paying 
attention to you. 

!



Stop expecting people to click your blog 
link and wait for the website to load. Stop 
expecting people to go watch the full video 
on YouTube. Stop expecting people to go 
look up your reviews on G2. Recognize 
that you only have a split second to stop 
their scroll, and plan your content 
accordingly. 

The best content marketers aren’t just 
copywriters, designers, project managers, data 
analysts, automation experts, or market 
researchers...but they dabble. And they like it. 
If you can do a little bit of everything that’s 
needed to make your content a success, your 
results and your career will be better for it.

Native content wins. Get comfortable doing 
more than just writing 
content. 



If you can figure out what will move the needle for the business, figure out how to 
accomplish that with content. That’s your content strategy.

Your content should filter out the bad fits.How can you tell if a content strategy needs 
recalibration? You’re getting good traction, but with all the wrong people, for all the 
wrong reasons. How to solve: go to your best customer, and work to understand them 
on a deeper level. That’s how to find content market fit.

If you’re struggling to come up with a content 
strategy you believe in, remember this: 
content strategy is business strategy. 

Your content shouldn’t just bring in good 
customers.



Daisy-ree Quaker

12 Tips for Using 
Customer Research 
To Guide SEO & 
Content Marketing



If you can, ask for a 30-minute conversation with your best customers. 
Use this time to ask questions that help you get a sense of who your 
customers are — fundamental questions that unlock insights.

Use a tool like SparkToro to identify what your audience cares about, 
where they hang out, and who they follow.

Research  your audience 

Use third-party tools  to supplement 
your findings 



The sales team gets a lot of access to leads and potential customers.
 Ask them how they distinguish a high-quality lead. Gather stories about 
what they have heard on sales calls and what challenges or frustrations 
customers are looking to solve. Identify what the friction points are to find 
ways to support their work with content.

Once you’ve figured out where your audience hangs out, plug those 
sites into a tool like BuzzSumo to find out what content resonates on 
these sites.

Talk to product or sales teams and 
gather anecdotes

Use content research to identify topics 
and themes 



What common threads or patterns are there in your target audience? 
Segment your customers to determine what features mean the most 
to whom and how each group might use your product to address their 
needs. Then use that information to create use cases for your product 
that show customers how it can help them be the best versions of 
themselves.

Once you’ve identified your customer’s problems and pain points, put on 
a customer lens and find alternative solutions. How do competitors stack 
up against your product? Knowing what alternatives are available will give
you a more complete picture of where your solution fits in and how you
can stand out from the crowd.

Segment your customers 

Look for competing alternatives 



Pull phrases from customer interviews and anecdotes from your 
sales team. Review the website and mine it for keyword opportunities. 
Put yourself in your customer’s shoes as you go through search results; 
what’s missing? How can you create content that stands out and 
addresses your customer’s needs in a new way?

Once you know what podcasts, events, or communities your customers 
follow, find opportunities to collaborate with them either through research 
studies, content promotion, or paid sponsorship.

Collaborate and find partnerships 

Use a customer-centric approach to 
your keyword research 



Whenever possible, try to attend an industry event or take your outbound 
team to lunch. Try and figure out: What trends are they spotting? What 
talks are popular? Who are your customers’ influencers?

When it comes to creating content, no topic is too dry if you focus on 
targeting the person. Picture the user reading your content, then ask 
yourself why this topic matters. Why do they care? Use your intel to pull 
phrases from their own words to make your content resonate.

Attend industry events 

Keep a picture of your customers in 
your mind or laptop  




